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Financial Markets Review
It is often said that “bull markets climb a wall of worry” and there was plenty to worry about after the market’s performance in the fourth
quarter of last year – the never-ending trade negotiations, slowing global economic growth and declining corporate earnings, just to
name a few. All of these were and continue to be legitimate concerns, but they are not eliciting the same recession fears that they
were a few months back.
By and large, U.S. equity indices are back to where they were seven months ago. The Nasdaq and S&P 500 have eclipsed their previous
all-time highs set back in August and September, respectively. All the while, the U.S. Treasury curve remains inverted with all maturities
from the 1-month T-bill to the 1-year T-bill trading at a higher yield than the T-notes maturing within the next two to seven years. With
78% of S&P 500 companies having reported first quarter earnings, the blended growth rate stands at a decline of 0.83% for year-overyear earnings growth, which would mark the first decline since the second quarter of 2016. And lastly, many economic data points
continue to negatively surprise to the downside as measured by the Citi Economic Surprise Index.
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The most recent direction in stock prices has a funny way of setting market narrative and this time has been no different. Despite a
similar economic and corporate earnings backdrop at the beginning of the year, increasing equity prices have seemingly allowed many
people to ignore any financial market risks. In fact, some of the declarations and positioning made over the past several weeks have
been a bit unnerving.
•
•
•

April 6th – The Barron’s cover story sees further upside to stocks considering all the unconventional Central Bank
involvement may have made the word “cycle” no longer relevant.
April 23rd – VIX futures contracts recorded the largest short position on record. The last time speculators were short close
to this amount was right before the VIX spiked 350% over the course of a week in late January/early February of 2018.
April 30th – Chamath Palihapitiya - a well-known investor, venture capitalist and early Facebook executive – was
interviewed by Scott Wapner of CNBC.
“I don’t see a world in which we have any form of meaningful contraction nor any form of meaningful expansion. We have
completely taken away the toolkit of how normal economies should work when we started with QE. I mean, the odds that
there’s a recession anymore in any Western country of the world is almost next to impossible now, save a complete
financial externality that we can’t forecast.” - Chamath Palihapitiya, April 30th, 2019

Now that people are dismissing the notion of a business cycle, the ability for a country to enter a recession and speculators all but
betting the house that volatility will not rise in the near future, we might look back and conclude the “wall of worry” was officially
breached in April 2019.
Tandem Strategy Update
As we’ve mentioned in many previous columns, when price moves in one direction amid painstakingly low volatility, we tend to make
very few transactions. And, April was certainly that month. The only transaction made over the past several weeks was rounding out
our ExlService Holdings (EXLS) position in the Mid Cap Core strategy.
Considering the S&P 500 is trading slightly north of 17x NTM earnings, which is historically on the higher side of valuations, there have
been very few opportunities to deploy cash. In fact, 81% of our core holdings and the companies on our watch list are currently rated
as “expensive” according to our quantitative model with 26% of these stocks trading at a statistically significant overvaluation. This
doesn’t necessarily make them a “sell”, but rather it gives some insight into the lack of opportunities we are seeing to put some cash to
work at attractive valuations. Of the 26%, there are a handful of stocks that are ranked a “sell”; however, these stocks are also technically
trading well, so we will continue to move our stops higher as the stocks trade higher. Once they violate our stops, we will implement
our sell discipline and take 25% of the position off the table.
On the earnings front, our core holdings continue to do what we ask of them – grow revenues, earnings and cash flow, which justify
their ability to grow dividends (if paid). Last month, we highlighted the most recent dividend increases among our core holdings. This
dividend growth was indeed justified by the solid Q1 results our core holdings have posted so far. As I mentioned earlier, the S&P 500
is currently flirting with potentially recording its first negative quarterly earnings growth in three years. With over ¾ of the S&P 500
having reported Q1 numbers, revenues are expected to grow 5.19% and EPS is supposed to contract 0.83%. Q2 estimates are not
expected to fare any better with revenues growing at 4.47% and EPS declining 1.19%. Meanwhile, with over ¾ of our core holdings
having also reported Q1 earnings, revenues and EPS are growing at 12.39% and 13.04%, respectively. Like the S&P 500, estimates for

our core holdings are expected to slow a little next quarter; however, they are still expected to increase revenues by 11.83% and earnings
by 7.70%.
-Billy Little, CFA

"It requires a great deal of boldness and a great deal of caution to make a great fortune, and when you have it, it requires ten
times as much skill to keep it." ~ Ralph Waldo Emerson
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